Flavor changing neutral current and lepton flavor violating processes are studied in the SU(5) SUSY-GUT with right-handed neutrino supermultiplets. Using input parameters motivated by neutrino oscillation, it is shown that the time-dependent CP asymmetry of b → s γ can be as large as 20%. We also show that the B s -B s mixing can be significantly different from the standard model prediction.
Effects of the physics beyond the standard model (SM) may appear in the flavor physics in quarks and leptons. One of indications is already given by the atmospheric and the solar neutrino anomalies which are interpreted as evidences of neutrino oscillation [1] . A natural way to explain small neutrino masses is the see-saw mechanism with very heavy right-handed neutrinos. This scenario suggests the existence of new sources of flavor mixings in the lepton sector at much higher energy scale than the electroweak scale.
In this work [2] we consider flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) and lepton flavor violation (LFV) processes in the model of a SU(5) supersymmetric (SUSY) grand unified theory (GUT) which incorporates the see-saw mechanism for the neutrino masses. In the SUSY model based on the minimal supergravity the mass matrices of squarks and sleptons are flavor-blind at the Planck scale M P . However renormalization effects due to Yukawa coupling constants of quarks, leptons and neutrinos induce flavor mixing in the squark/slepton mass matrices. In the context of SUSY-GUT with righthanded neutrinos, the flavor mixing related to the neutrino oscillation can provide the mixing in the squark sector. We show that due to the large mixing of the second and third generations suggested by the atmospheric neutrino data, B s -B s mixing and the CP asymmetry of the B → M s γ process, where M s is a CP eigenstate including the strange quark, have significant deviations from the SM predictions.
The relevant part of the superpotential for the SU(5) SUSY GUT with right-handed neutrino supermultiplets is given by
where Ψ i , Φ i and N i are 10,5 and 1 representations of SU (5) 
where κ ν is obtained by integrating out
The masses and mixings of the quarks and leptons are determined from the superpotential Eq. (2) at the low energy scale. As discussed above, the renormalization effects due to the Yukawa coupling constants induce various FCNC/LFV effects from the mismatch between the bases of quark/lepton and squark/slepton masses. In particular the top Yukawa coupling constant is responsible for the running of theq L andũ R masses. At the same time theẽ R mass matrix receives sizable corrections between M P and M G scales and LFV processes are induced [3] . In a similar way, if f ij N is large, thel L andd R mass matrices receive sizable flavor changing effects due to the running between M P and M G,R scales [4] . These are sources of extra contributions to various FCNC/LFV processes.
We calculate the following observables: the CP violation parameter in the K 0 -K 0 mixing ε K , B q -B q mass splitting ∆m q (q = d, s), the branching ratios of b → s γ, µ → e γ and τ → µ γ, and the amplitude of the time-dependent CP asymmetry in the B → M s γ process [5] , which is written as
where c 7 and c 
We solved renormalization group equations (RGEs) for Yukawa coupling matrices and the SUSY breaking parameters keeping all the flavor mixings. We specify neutrino parameters as well as the quark/lepton masses and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix as follows. The inputs from the neutrino oscillation are two mass differences and the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) matrix. In order to relate these inputs to f N and M ν , we work in the basis wheref L is diagonal and
νf N V L at the matching scale M R . Once we fix three neutrino masses, V MNS ,f N and the unitary matrix V L we can obtain M ν . Then using the GUT relation for Yukawa coupling constants, we calculate all squark/slepton mass matrices through RGEs. Note that V L essentially determines the flavor mixing in thed R andl L .
We consider the following parameter sets, corresponding to the MikheyevSmirnov-Wolfenstein solutions for the solar neutrino problem. (i) small mixing angle solution: sin 2 2θ 12 = 5.5 × 10 −3 , m ν = (2.24, 3.16, 59.2) × 10 −3 eV, (ii) large mixing angle solution: sin 2 2θ 12 = 1. m ν = (4.0, 5.83, 59.5) × 10 −3 eV, In both cases we take sin 2 2θ 23 = 1, sin 2 2θ 13 = 0 and M ν to be proportional to a unit matrix with a diagonal element of M R = 4 × 10 14 GeV so that V L = V † MNS at M R . Free parameters in the minimal supergravity model are the universal scalar mass m 0 , the unified gaugino mass M 0 , the scalar trilinear parameter A 0 , the ratio of two vacuum expectation values tan β and the sign of the Higgsino mass parameter µ. We take tan β = 5 and vary other SUSY parameters. We also impose various constraints from SUSY particles search, the measurement of B(b → s γ) [6] and the search of µ → e γ [7] . Fig. 1 shows A t as a function of B(τ → µ γ) for case (i) with fixed CKM parameters |V ub /V cb | = 0.08 and δ 13 = 60
• where δ 13 is the phase parameter in the CKM matrix. We see that |A t | can be as large as 20% when B(τ → µ γ) is larger than 10 −8 level. The large asymmetry arises because the renormalization effect of f N induces sizable contribution to c ′ 7 through gluino-d R loop diagrams. Since this asymmetry is suppressed by a factor m s /m b in the SM, a sizable asymmetry is a clear signal of new physics beyond the SM.
In Fig. 2 we show allowed regions in the space of ∆m s /∆m d and the time-dependent CP asymmetry of B → J/ψ K S for the case (i) and (ii). Here |V ub | is varied within 0.08 < |V ub /V cb | < 0.1 and δ 13 is scanned for the whole range. For the case (i) we see that the deviation of A t (B → J/ψ K S ) from the SM value is small while ∆m s /∆m d can differ from the SM value by 40%. This pattern of deviation is understood as follows. The new contributions to ε K and M 12 (B d ) are suppressed due to the small 1-2 and 1-3 mixings in the neutrino sector so that the allowed region of δ 13 does not change much. The deviation in ∆m s /∆m d comes from the SUSY contribution to M 12 (B s ) induced by the large 2-3 mixing in the neutrino sector. On the other hand we see a correlation between the deviations in the case (ii). Due to the large 1-2 mixing, ε K can be enhanced even after imposing the B(µ → e γ) constraint in this case. Consequently the allowed range of δ 13 by the constraint from ε K changes. The region with large deviations in both ∆m s /∆m d and A t (B → J/ψ K S ) corresponds to a small δ 13 region where the constraint from ε K is satisfied by a large SUSY contribution. This figure means the deviation from the SM may be seen in both cases once ∆m s /∆m d and A t (B → J/ψ K S ) are measured precisely.
In conclusion, we studied the effects of the neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix on FCNC/LFV processes in the SU(5) SUSY-GUT with right-handed neutrino supermultiplets. It is shown that A t (B → M s γ) can be ∼ 20% when the B(τ → µ γ) is about 10 −7 . We also show that the B s -B s mixing can be significantly different from the presently allowed range in the SM. Since these signals provide quite different signatures compared to the SM and the minimal supergravity model without GUT and right-handed neutrino interactions, future experiments in B physics and LFV can give us important clues on the interactions at very high energy scale.
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